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Th lopment of a Process Evaluation Instrument.

Linda Proudfit

One area of evaluation which has received much attention is that

of classroom testing. 'Traditional testing instruments, normally stan-

dardized or criteriqn-referenced, have been developed to assess final

outcomes. What these instruments do not evaluate are the processes

which children use to make decisions or to reach conclusions. The area

-of mathematical problem solving is one in which the evaluation of prp-

cesses is of;particular importance. ,

/-

1Little has been done to develop instruments whith-evaluate-comble;(
i'

behaviors such as problem-solving processes%
In l'61;J:the National.

.Council.of Teachers of Mathematics noted their concern-about thj

adequ*y.

The committee would have liked to include material on the
appraisal of mental processes in the learning of.mathematics.
As teachers of mathematics, we are deeply concerned about

,.developing skill in productive thinking. Too often, many 'of
us find qgrselves knowing little about the relations betWeen
the solutions given by our students and the'thought prOcesses
that add to those solutions. However, tests for appraising
higher. mental processes such as concept formation, problem
solving; and creative thiriking in mathematics do not exist.
(Johnson, 1961, pp.'"2-3)

More reCentlythe National Advisory 'Committee on Mathematics Education

(1975) stated that ekialuatii?.p of efforts to apply mathematics to/a

ff

i ,

variety of probleMs'is needed. Kilpatrick (1976) summarized the situ-,

/
/ '

ation as follows:

A common complaint in the literature on evaluation in the-
matics education has been,that we lack instruments tO,measUre
such constructs as problem-solving ability and "creativity.in
mathematics. Certainly if instrumendmere available to mea,
sure ese constructs they Could lieused by teachers to mea-
sure a child's mathematical'de'veldpment as: well as--by-biialu-
ators o curriculum .projects to measure, how sucCessful.thei
project ad been in. develppingithese qualities/in children.
(p. 18)
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The purpose of.this report is to describe the efforts of the

Mathematical Problem Solving Project to develop a paperrand-pencil,

instrument which could be used to assess processes used by children in

attempting to solve nonroutine mathematical problems. The term "process"

is used here in a rather broad,sense. By prolbss, we'mean all thinking

done'to determine whit the problem is asking, what orMation should

be used, how a solution might be obtained, how a pl f attack shoOld

be implemented, and how the solution might be verified.

-If a paper-and-pencil instrument could be developed ch would

identify these aspects of the processes used in probl n solvingAhis

would certainly be an aid'to the teacher in helping his/her students

improve their probleZNIalving ability. This instrument would assist

the teacher in identifying prOcesses which the student vould not nor-

I

mally write while solving the problem. Since this tnstrument could. be

.administered to a large group of students or to individualCs2t4udents,\--1

1,
the teacher M!lald be ably to obtain more knowledge about the students'

se

processes by combining this information with'his7her observations.
.

In addition, the instrument might be used to focus the students'

attention.on the processes used in problem solving.

6roVa (1969) found results which indicated that making students

more Attire ofithe reasoning processes that they'Uted improved their

-problem-solving performance. In working with fifth-_and sixth-grade

'students, he used questions,,apparently'similar to those siiggested by

'Polya, to encOurage,students to analyze their own thinking. He stated,
1

!One .necessary factor jn the ability to solve a relatively}
complex pro lem requiring logical reasoning is an awareness,.
of one's ,m tal operations in the problesolving procep."

4



Such an instr6went,might also:

n.
11 identify some approaches which studentS are inclined to use,

.oR
3.

either.efficiently or inefficiently, and suggest approaches

which need to be reinforced or clarified and approacheS which

need -to ,be introduced; and

indicate growth of a class in certain

solving

aspects of problem-

oft k Review of Related Literature

To study 1

problem-solving processes, various methods have been used

inan attempt to obtain observable evidence of those processes: 101:-

6) cited studies which, use mechanical or manipula-
V

as wire" puzzles, jars of water, and light board and

patrick (1967, pp.

tive deviles such

tests which present alternatixes which allow an observer to follow the

path used to obtain a sdlution. These tasks, however, do. not'accuratey
,

represent mathematical problem solving.since the ch es available at

each step are more structured than !hose availabl

problem-solving \situation.

a mathematical

One instrument which has been used to assess general problem-

solving ebility is the Purdue Elementary Probtem-SolvingInientory.

(Feldhusen, Houtz, and Ringenbach, 1972). The inventory was designed
r

to assess twelve skills considered to"be.the basis for general problem-
.

solvinq abflity. These twelve skills are:
. ,

i *Mf -sensing that a problem exists,
*2) defining\the problem,
3) asking question's abouttbe problem
4) clarifying the goal in the problem situation,
5) guessing causes,

*6) noticing relev nt detail's.,
*7) cuing familiar bjgtts in unfamilialf ways,
*8) "seeing imp3icat on ?tk ' ' ,

9) solving problemis with only one solution, .-
4 10)3plving 'problems which have-several possible solutions

11-) erifyftig solutions, and'
129 judging f* thee iS sufficient information presented

''solve a. problem.

r"

8
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It was-determined that this inventory d% assess those skills arked

with an asterisk (Speedie, Houtz, Ringenbach, and Feldhusen, 1'73).

a.

The inventory. .includes 47 Multiple-choice items inlich situat ns

are presented by means of models, cartoons on slides or contained

the-test booklets, or `verbal descriptions. For each situation, ch

dren are ask0 to perform yarious tasks Which correipond to the twelve

skills mentioned above. This inventory ha's been reported to measure

some aspects of general problem solving and does.not really focus on

the measurement oprocesses that are more specific to mathematical.,

probl sol ving.
.

Aski subject to analyz,9,,his/h
k

er own thought processes used in
t . .

solving a problem is another which has been used in attempting
. ,

,

to determine problem- solving presses. Kilpatrick (1967: pp. 4-5)

mentioned two,such approaches--inospection and retrospection. Intro-
,,.p

. _

t.

spection is chine while the problem is being solved'. The accuracy of
_ , .

,

this method", Htiwever, is not known and it may irillibit th lution

proce ;s since the problem solver must continually interru himself/

herself-to analyzehis/her thinking. Retrospection, which asks the

subj to recall his/her thought processes after the problem has-been

solved, presents the problem orremembering all The apelojnes which

were considered or employed.

One method which does not require the subject to anah)ze His/her

own thinking is to have the sAdect think almaas (s)he attempts to

, N
.

*
,-,

.. .

solve a problem. Kantowski noted (1975) some limitationsof this method:
. .

The method itself may be unreliable sinee an individualimight
'remain silent during moments of deepest thought. Moreover, .

a Anpalized solution could be essentially different from one
effedted,silently: The presence of an observer cpuld`put con-.
straints on a problem solver in that he might not attempt solu-
tions,which might be considered foolish to someone else tut
which he-mould try if he were not tieing observed. .

44
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In spite of these limitation, it appears Ilat this is a viable method,
h

and it haSpeem,used *Many in researching problem solving. Many of

those/using thethinking-alaud method have used observations and audio-
,.

,-oryldeo-taped ifitervie, soitimes followediby,A protocol coding pro-
.

cedure ofone fo0 pAnother.' This; hOwever, is time consuming and
, 0

ilmtical from the standpoint of A tlasSrAomteacher.

,

=An initia f---effort to develop a .test which wounassess one §spect

of the mathematical problem-solving process, has been ade by,Vos'(1976t.

The Problem Solving Decision Testjocuses on ,,6reeiorganizers of infor-k

-matio6--making a. drawing, approximatjng and verifying, and constructing
1 4-

a table or chart. For-six problems, students are asked to decide which

of these approaches could be toed tosolve'tke problem.Nt the present

time, insufficient data it available concerning, the effectivenes of

this instrUmenL
if

At the present-ttHe, Astruments designed, to assest'Oobljem-solving

pApcesses are either too limited in scope,or too general in riature to
.

1

:,providep_9rovide seful ircformation concerni1 ng mathematical problem-solving.

. ,..i

_
--_

Other p cedures, such as interviews, 6re4!impractical for coritinual use
.

',by a classroom teacher. For this reason, the Mathematical Problem

Solving Project *began the; development of an instrument' which Would. attempt

to access fhe processes used 'In mathematical problem solving and which

would be prictioal for classr:oom use.

bevelopment of First Instrument'

Filot Student Intekviem or

.

In developing the paper -and -p ncilt,inttrument to evaluate processes,
. ,

. .
r- . .

L. an Initial attempt was made to A p'questions:whieh. would help to ..

_ ..

identlfpprooesses used by children to solve six 'Problems. Before these.

six problems were identifjed, interiviews with elementary children were
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e

begun during the fall of 1975 to-gather information on what strategies

children weight use while attempting to solve 'probleMS. From a fourth- 1

grade class, six children were selected by the teacher to provide a

range of ability levels. After several 'grout, sessions were held to
Q

acquaintthe children with the three interviewers and to establish an

Informal' setting for the problem-s olAg lesions, the interviews were

begun on a one-to:one basis. Cpper the course of the interviews, each

child was asked solve twelve problems (see-Appendix A): The child '2°'

was asked to "think aloud " _while solving the problems, and the.inter-

viewer asked questidts throughout thesession in an attempt to obtain

more information about any strategies being used and to obtain state-
.

rits which could beused-as possible4Sponses to.questions which might '.
# i

J....... ' , .

included in the instrUment.. These interviews were tape recorded,
C- .

and these recordings, along with the student' written work", were used:
7 ..

.

in determining the.six problems to be included-in the instrument and

in de4elvi:ng-Ple:CrrespondingAuestions.

In4taUment

The fttst instrument (see-Appendix B). contained questions

;ponOing.'t0. the 4bUr.stages of the'prObleM-solving'proCess: TcoMprefien

carrying ,through the plan; and tvaluation. FOreach

91.

of the Six problems, the responses to the corresponding questions were

written-primarily using two formats--one asking the children to answer

,yes or no to.each response And oneusing multiple choiCe. finis pro-
/

duced twelve sets of questions; two fcir each of the six problems. The

comprehension questions were written to determine what information

given in the problem was used in the solution and how me aspects
f t

of the problem wea interpreted. The question conterling initial plan-

-fling was written as a ranking question om both forms and was identical
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on each set of questions To answer this question, the children were

'asked to indicate what they did first, second, and third after reading

the'%prOtnem. To determine ho he solution.Was obtained or sought, ttie.
. ,

next type of questiOns.presented several posSible methods of solution.

The children were asked to indiate'whichmethod or methods, werepost,

le what they thought about .or what. th,gy did. Lasily,'the evaluation

questions. were Tern d with the checking of the solution and the de-

gree of confidence that tie student had in his/her solution, Since all

po:ibleresponses could not be anticipated, most queons included

the option of writing in the correct response if it was not included

in the. 1 i st

(
AdmiasthAtion o6 the In0Aument

The first instrument was administered-to a'class,of. 26 children.

10

iTilce,each child was asked to solye three problems and to ailswer.three
.

sets of questions, the class was aivided)nto four groups- -two grodps
--

answering)(et:410 questions and twoAgrilkips answering multiple-choice

,quettiontas shOWn in Table 1 ,
. .

t /

Grouping of Problems

, .

ble 1
, .

Administl'atifin Of First Instrument

GrOup FOrM Problems

.1. yes-no

2 R -r yes-no
.

3 multiple choice

4 multiple choice

'AY1, AY2, AY3

BP1::.BP2, BP3

AWL AW2, '413

BG1, BG2, BG3

After the first set of problems had been randomly distributed, eaVi

child attempted to.solve the problem, hand6ehit/her work.to one of the

.proCtors, anti reteiyed.the corresponding questions. After completing

the f,irst,set of WestfOns,°the student was given the second problem,

.the second set of qu-ettiont.; etc., An'a similar. manner.

12 r.
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, 1-

4The studgnts' responsesge anallezed to determine whether Ognot

. .

,

their responses to the questions were consistent w4h thtWork shown
.

on' the solaioH le 7n and whether orqnot their responses 'were consistent.
. - .

t.:withih th 11 ,.stiorus.TOis nssdone by comparing the method (s),

.6 44

indig4ted .4ionsest questions. with the Method(s) shoWn

r -

.on the solUti,on. page:. 0e-responses to items within the

set. of questions which
-

were repetitive were.compared to determine Con,-
gt I

"siSfency. 'This analysis indicated that 'approx.' ely 70% of the stu-

dent answered the questions in a manner which a ared to-be consistent

on th counts.

An additio 1 concerq was toetermine what informationwas.re,
o .

vealed by the strument which could not be inferred from the solUtibn

page:v'Some responses to comprehension questions indicated misinter-

pretations, conditions 'which were.ignored, and the use of incorrect in-
.

fOrmation inthe.solUtion of the problems. For example, one student
---

gave the correct answer to the Caterpillar Problem, Problem BG1 and

BP1, by solving it incorrectly and focusing on the wrong information.

She indi ated in the first comprehension question that she used the

midth-of tie jar, rather than its height. By assuming that the cater,

pillar would climb 2 inches each day, she coacluded-isRatItirwould reach

a height of 6 inches in 3 days. One would. not have discovered-this by

looking only at the solution page. Responses to'the comprehension

questions' concerning the Candy Problem, Problem AY3 and AW3, indicated-

that some of the conditions of this problem were ignored or misinter-

preted. Many\students ,seemed to focus on the fact that Ted received the

first and last pieces of candy and did not allow the possibiltty of his

__receiving more than two, pieces.'. Knowing how a student had interpreted

13
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a problem. provided useful information in analyzing thOoluifon.

The planning question did not,provide much informatiog about this

aspect of/the problem- solving process. Although most Of.the responses

seemed toinsistent,Kith the Workshown on the solutIenlpage ,and with the .

lother parts oAhe Apfteument, ti " -lid not provi)e any significant tm-
d

it S tudebnt. ini Responses to he-next TIPS

tisps, concerned with the actual solution approaches, p ,idedinrorma-
,

ktion concerning appf0-aches not shown on the solution, page and explana-
A

Lions of calculations which were difficult, to interpret. tMost'of those

/ students who.wrote only the answer on the solution page indicated that

they had used approaches which appeared*to be consistent with their

ansArs. Observations of the children while solving the Caterpillar\ /

Problem validated theresponses in "some instances'. Students who in-

dicated that they used a ruler to solve the-problem did, in fact, use

a ruler.

Responses to the evaluation questioris provjded some information

about this phase. However, the responles contained in the list were

sometimes too general to give significant data.

.Thianalysis of the first instrumAt indicated that students

could provide some information concerning the processeS used in arriving
.

at a solution- How6er, not alitoartsTfthe instrument-were considered

1
to be satisfactory. .-Furtber)wvk on the instr6ment was guided by the /1

'following conclusions:

7 The comprehension questions .were. appropriate and provided
necessary information irranalyzing the solution.

- The-Lestions r gaVding solution approaches'were informative,
yet ihey,did low students to indicite all methodsused.

1

The gva 'ation questions were too general and somewhat inappro-

1 4 (
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. 1. Development of Second Instrument

-,
In an atteMOt to determine if more,i4formation' regarding processes

a . .
_

dould*e obtained through the use of
'

a paper and- pencil instrument, a
jer\, . \ P

revision of the questiog§Concerning one,of.the six problems, the Cater-

pi llar POoblem,' Was begun.s- p` This lem was l ected because of the

,

variety cyc thMs thdf chtldren had in attempting to solve it
.

. awareness of those methods-that children hid exhibited. .

. Pico Mem' Statement
,

state-

ment.

the tridi,.some ambiguity was found in the problem state-

ment. In the second version (see 4pendixC),..the jar has a lid. This

made it Physically impossible for the caterpillar toclimb beyond 8

jncheo,4 Also the width of the jar was changed from 6 inches to 7 inches.

jft.Would then be more,apparent if the student focused on tne width since

7 inches would not appearat any stage of'a.correct solution approach.

Second, Instrument

The format of questions on thesecond instrument (see Appendix C)

was, modified multiple:choice, where children were asked to check one

''or more of the possible responses. Again, t'he option was provided in

some of the quest*ons to write in responses other than those listed.

Although this instrument contained questions corresponding to each

of the four stagesof the problem-solving process as did the first

instrument; the .organization was somewhat dlfferent following the first

page. The first questions concerning comprehension were left essenti ly

unchanged. The only differences werei-those necessitated by the change

in he probleM statement.
L

The next two pages contained questions regarding the approaches

or strategies that were used by the chil ren. The first of these two
. .. t

,

pages displayed pictures and calculations representing four different
,

.

,
15
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-.:approacties'which children have used in attempting to.elve the problem.

The*children were asked iT selecefrom the igur approaches or to des-

,

Cribe a fifth to indicate what they had.done' while attempttgqo solve
f

the.problyen--whafthey had thought about, .what they had danefirit, an
./ Ar

a
o )

h t ihea had done to get an answer. Die first instrument had merely 1,2

askee, the children to indicate how they had attempted to seilve the

problem.t It %,.4 hope I that this refinement wouldiallow the children

to. identify methods they had considered or employed during .various stales \---di
-

..of the solvtioAlprocess,./
-

,.

On the next page was a.list of responses which indicated various

strategies.' Same statements reiterAed.methods' shown on the previous

ry

page and serveiLas a reliability check; others were included to Obtain

more information.abdut.mental processes.

The fourth-page was concerned with initial planning. The children,'

were asked to,mark the statements) which described what they did as
k

soon as they had read the problem. It was intended that their choices

would indicate whether the student, attempted-a plan of attackidnediately

after `reading the problemor equired a certain amount of "meshing around"
.

time. The first inStrument,h contained some of these-statements and, -
0

Others undet the.planning question. These statements were divided and

expanded in the second instrument.,' Those responses which tesented

' strategies.which might have been used during later stages of the solui-

tion process wee included on the previous page.
,

.
.

On the next page were ,questions to determine not aly'if the stu-

dent attempted to solve the problat using one or more than one method,

but also why one metIod was decided*to be sufficient or insufficient.

These-questions were added to the second instrument to determine further

the childreh's awaren s of:the various methods that theyLhad employed

.

16
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e as a reliability check of tilOr responses' on page

the followiqgage. % : . i ,

The final.set of*Oestions asked the-c4ildren to.indicate'whether

or not they 'had checked their answers and how the JOlecking.was ne or
..

why they decided not to check. This differed from the f;--f *--4-elim,,,,

.

4

ro h gaily asked it the student had checked the solution.

AdMin,aptation oli the Inzt;tument
1

.5: . ,,

This second instrument was administered biliVe interviewers to-r
.4.... _,

32 fourth-,,, fifth-, and sigh-grade childre in the Oakland County school

Idistrict IR Michigan. ,--TKese children were selected from experimental

classes, classes which used the MPSP materials, and frqm control_cjasses

Children were also selected &Om-high-, average-, and low-ability groupt

determined by combined'pretest scores on the Stanford Achievement Test

and a problem-solving scale, X023, used. in the National Longitudinal

Study of Mathematical Abilities. After attempting to lve two other

problem, the children were asked to solve the Caterp liar Problem while
,

I -

doing their thinking aloud. After finishing their work on the problem,
. .

the children completed the set of questions concerning the Caterpillar

Problem. These interviews were. tape recorded and these r9pordings were

used in the analysis of the results.

A
4,1

An analysis ofthe students14respOnses on the second. instrument

was performed in the same manner as the analysis of the first instru-

,ment. In addition, the tape recordings were used to validate the con-

sistency of the respontes to the questions Will the solution page and

the consistency of the responses within the instrument: This analysis

'indicated that-ApproxiMately".45% of,the students responded in a manner
1:

which. was considered consistent in both respects, approximately 30%
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responded in a manner which sometimes appeared to be consistent, and

approximately 25% responded in a manner which appeared:to be alMost

totally inconsistent or:,arbitrary. An...inalysis of these three grminr

of students will be presented to ;V;i1911 _HU weak-

ote-, of Liw.,ozond instr ment.

t'

'The.responses which app ed to be tonsistent either verified w

one mightliave inferred from the solution page or provided additional

information 'w.irhich further explained the work shown onAhe'solution page.
V V

AVAA One student made a drawing which resembled .a ruler on the solution. She

indicated on the instrument that this had been usedat.first, but she

reached the solution by adding and subtracting mentally. The recording

of the interview verified that the solution page showed only the pic-
-

ture which helped her to
,

understand the problem and that the instrument

accurately indicated the processes used to reach the solution.

Another example is shown by the first set of responses in Appendix

D. SuSan's solution page shows some calculations(which alone do not_

indicAe a clear solution method. 'She clarified this somewhat on page 2

of the instrument by marking the two methods that were similar to what

she had done and by writing a more organized set of calculations. She

indicated on page .5 that she consfaered these methods as pne approach,

rather than separate approaches. The recording of the interview showed

'that: this was,the case.(see APpendix'D);

;be instrument dOes not give lete an.expanation of Susan's

thinking as does the interview, but it does give a more complete. pictdre

than is shown on the solution

Other s dents, while providing some information'about their method

of solution, were not as consAkent as those mentioned above.H The second
. -

set of responses found-in-AppenCiix.D provides_an example. Eddie marked

,.18
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on page 2 that'he first thought of a rule-

the answer. He alc 4n"I
ff

he :nil I t.i ic

14.-

)f days

and cnecked to see if the number was correct:. The recording of the

interview verified ihts.(see Appendix D).

His responses on page 5, hoWever, were not consistent. He marked.

'that the first timeshe tried to solve the pniblem, he knew he wagright.

.yet he also 'Marked that he tried aiteco y beciuse'he vasn'tture
4

that the first way was right.

When students gave both consistent-aild-fnconsistent responses, most

of the incoOsistencies'were found on pages 5 and 6. These conflicting

responses regarding confidence in and checking of the answer may.have

resulted, in part, from misinterpretations of the questions.

Other students gave responses to the questions which were almost

totally inconsistent and provided little or no information concerning

their method of solution. An example of this is provided* the third

example in. Appendix D. .Trudy, indicated on page 3, that she madt a draWing,
a

yet no drawing was shown on the solution page. On pages 5 and 6, she

indicated that she checked her answer and saw that the first way .was

wrong, aricrthat she did not check her answer. The recording of the

interview seemed equally cohfusing (see Appendix D).

Other stUdents responding in 'this manner gaVe conflicting responses

to the comprehension and approach questions. Some indicated that they
. .

did 4gkuse information which. was Used on the solution page. Others

marked that they used almost every potsible approach while solving the

problem. These studen tended to Markbany more responses than those

students who appeared to be consistent. .

19
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.; In tnis ,:a,e, ineinstrument 'foes not give an accurate picture of

e0the solution.process. However, one dbes not require the,interview to

cover this. The.interviews'did.v*ify that those papers which did
t

, ,

. .

.-
provide useful information concerning problem-solving processes°Could

A ,
be dete4ned'by the. inarsistent responses found in the instrument.

\

The analysis of student responses and the interviews allow. several..

conclusions to be drawn:
. IP&

1Wa Thbe instrument can proVIde information which.exicolains uncleaw
procedures fband.on the solution page and additional informa-
tion concerning approaches Which were not written on the solu-',
tion paw.

- The instrument provides sufficient means of deteiining the
' reliability of the responses. Erroneous or arbitrary re§ponses

can be discovered bWexaminingthose,responses to items which
should be consistent.

,

- Responses to questions contained on the first four pages of
the instrument indicate that these questiohs are correctly
interpreted by most students and that they it4e appropriate
with respect to the comprehension, planning, and solution.
'stages of the problem-solving pro ss.

- The misinterpretations of the qyestions on the final.two pages
of the instrument indicate that these questions netd to be re-
worded or presented -fusing a different' format.

Suggestions for further InvestigatiO

Although there are some weaknesses in theivWinstrdMents which

"( have been describedril-appears that they'do provide 'useful information

concerning the rocesses used by children. to solve mathematical prob-

lems. However, urther investigation and refinement is suggested by

the results of the second administration.

First, additiorial questions might be included. General impressions r
concerning the various approaches which children used were obtained;

- however, more specific questions are nedesty to identify the approaches

which are considered and..the reasons for accepting di- rejectinga,paf,

titular *roach. In addition,, questions concerning preferences. of
. :!,

2o
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approaches or strategies might be included. If responses to these
S -----....

N.
$ .

questions are consisten over a period of'time, these may provide in-
,

I
sight into a student'stproblem-solving style.

41'

Secondly, the organizatiOn of the initrument requires some altera-
4 t

tion. In the first instrumenthe questions proceeded in
ft

a iratherl.
. ,

systematic manner through the vatious;itages of the problem-solving/N '
,

process. The questions were ordereg) yi much the same way as a student

might have order his/her-ow0.thinking:. In the Seco instrument, it

r 0" t
appearthat the student was asked to,cOnsider the so ut process in

....

anonchronologicaI prder. Thstudent was asked tb indicate-what in-
,

formation was used, what was thought about first, what was done to get'

an answer, what was 'done immedively after reading the problem, etc.

This may have been confusing to some students.

If this instrument can be refined and developed fotNother
A
problems,

.°

it should be a valuable tool for the classroom teacher. Since many

of the items could be identical for all-problems, it could be easily

adapt to ny problems which the teacher might wish to use.. It, appears

that it has eat7Ag potential as a diaiiiktic instrument, to assist in

determining which type of problems pose difficulties for '^a student
.

and what aspects of a particular problem preventihe student from solving

it. The refinement of this instrument should be a useful aid to teachers

min assisting ch' dren to become better problem solvers.

/
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